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Grant Application    

 

Date Submitted Legal Name of  Applicant

E I N 

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

County

Project Title

Person to be contacted about Application

Name Phone Email 

Project Abstract  (250-400 words) Include:
Problem or Opportunity

Project Objectives

Description of efforts - Anticipated results



Grant Budget

Amount requested from NSIIC                                                                                          $

Applicant Matching Funds                                                                                                 $

Local/State/Federal Funds previously awarded for project                                     $

TOTAL                                                                                          $

Type of Expenditure TOTAL

Personnel - list each Relationship to Project Number of Hours Rate of Compensation

Equipment Purpose Cost

Travel Per Diem Number of Days Number of Personnel

Other Related Expenses

Overhead



Provide a qualitative summary, or justification for budget expenditures: (200 words or less)

Technical Objectives
Responsiveness to NSIIC Stated Priorities (from web site)

Prior USDA or other Federal Support

Identification and significance of the issue being addressed

What are the goals to be achieved with this grant funding?



Work Plan - Task, Methodology, Individual responsible, and location where work will be done.

Related Research or other efforts in this area of which you are aware, including an analysis of the competitive landscape if the award is for 
a commercial application. 

Potential Post application in this area of development of research or commercial endeavor.  

Background and rationale  (citation of publications if any)

Relationship to industry, including technical, economic and social benefit.

Cost benefit analysis

Policy or decisions affected by results



Bio Sketch of each principal person

The Board will score applications according to the criteria below, which are equally weighted in our review.  
Please comment on each aspect. (Refer to NSIIC's the Strategic Plan for more info) 

 FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY  (i.e., Is the budget proportionate to the endeavor, and will the outcome have a 
financial benefit to the industry in the near term or will additional funding be required?)  



BUSINESS SOUNDNESS (i.e., Is there a clear project plan for development and realistic expectation of 
outcomes?) 

MANAGEMENT ABILITY (i.e., Are project participants qualified and experienced) 

POTENTIAL INDUSTRY IMPACT (i.e., How can the industry be expected to benefit in both qualitative and 
quantitative measures?) 

INDUSTRY SUPPORT (i.e., What data or other information is available to substantiate industry's need or desire 
for this project?) 



CERTIFICATION:  
  
To the best of my knowledge and belief, all data in this Application is true and correct. The document has 
been duly authorized by the governing body of the Applicant and the Applicant will comply with all Grant 
requirements if the assistance is awarded.  
  
Signature________________________________Date________________Phone:________________  
  
Name of authorized representative:  
  
Title: __________________________________Email: ____________________________________ 

Return this application to: stevelee@nsiic.org  
  
If you prefer to send hard copies: 
  
Steve Lee, Executive Director and Program Manager  
National Sheep Industry Improvement Center  
Box 646 Rockland, Maine   04841 
  
207-236-6567  
  
For FedEx or Other Delivery Services:  
  
32 Gleason St Thomaston, ME 04861  
  
Download form to your computer, complete it and save it to your computer prior to submitting to the Sheep 
Center. 
  
  
Additional Information for Applicants: 
  
Matching funds:  
  
In order to leverage funds available, NSIIC will assign 10 points to any application in which a match of cash 
or in-kind labor is contributed. In-kind matches may only account for 50% of the total match. Additionally, 
salaries or other expenditures that will be made by the applicant or the applicant's employer, irrespective of 
a potential grant award, cannot be used as a match. 
  
A subtraction of 10 points will be made from the total score of any application that includes an overhead 
budget of more than 7.5% of the total grant request.  
Request for capital expenditures are discouraged, and may not exceed 20% of the total budget in any event. 
Please justify any requested funding for equipment or other capital expenditures. 

S S



Notification to Applicants: 

Applicants will be notified via e-mail that their application has been received within a day or two of 
receipt:   

After Review, all applicants will be sent a notice to the e-mail of the person listed as the contact person 
on the application.  That notice will be one of three possible responses:   
       1)Your application did not score high enough for funding consideration 
       2) Your application scored high enough for funding as submitted 
       3)  Your application scored high enough for funding but with modifications needed in the budget.  
You will be given the opportunity to make those modifications for funding or you may reject the 
modifications in which case the grant funding offer will be withdrawn. Instruction will be included in the 
notice. 

Please note that the Review Committee will not provide feedback to applicants however in some cases 
the Board may elect to encourage re submission with certain specific changes (i.e. those the Board feels 
were good causes but poor application preparation  or  those with a good idea but not sustainable as 
presented). In some instances the Board may want to provide a written statement, with the 
understanding that no further discussion is available.  

Please note that proposals submitted more than twice will not be evaluated. 

The NSIIC Board request that applicants refrain from communicating with Board Members specifically 
about the project (i.e. Lobbying your project). 

Under no circumstances will applications arriving past the deadline for submission be considered. 

 


	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField1[0]: 9/15/16
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField2[0]: Dragonfly Farms, LLC
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField3[0]: 83-0499657
	form1[0].#subform[0].Name[0]: Katherine Burke Johnson, DVM
	form1[0].#subform[0].Address[0]: 16259 Trainham Road
	form1[0].#subform[0].City[0]: Beaverdam
	form1[0].#subform[0].State[0]: VA
	form1[0].#subform[0].ZipCode[0]: 23015
	form1[0].#subform[0].Country[0]: Hanover
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField4[0]: intensive grazing management for pasture improvement and parasite management
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField5[0]: Katherine Johnson
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField6[0]: 804.916.9696
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField6[1]: katherine@dragonflyfarms.com
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField7[0]: The increasing parasite resistance is a concerning problem facing the sheep population.  Dewormer medications are failing and resistance is increasing on farms at an alarming rate.  Management strategies are going to be essential as parasites continue to grow resistant to our current medications.  Currently extension material does not suggest that rotational grazing can be effective in reducing parasite loads on a pasture.  Our goal would be to show that management intensive grazing with daily moves through small paddocks will allow for adequate rest of pasture to decrease the larval load on the pastures.  This would also allow for adequate forage regrowth to allow the animals to have access to the upper portion of the plants and not graze so closely to the ground.  After ten years of management intensive grazing with our beef cattle herd, we have found that the pastures have responded by being more drought tolerant and soil testing has shown that we no longer need to apply fertilizer and lyme to the pastures that we are managing through intensive grazing.  Financial benefits of this grazing also allow for stockpiled forage and higher quality forage, reducing the financial burden of supplementing hay and grain.
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	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row3[0].TextField9[4]: $8000.00
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row7[0].TextField9[0]: electric netting
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row7[0].TextField9[1]: rotational grazing
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row7[0].TextField9[2]: $500
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField7[1]: Dragonfly Farms would implement a strategic management intensive grazing plan which includes daily movement of sheep through pasture in order to improve the health of pastures, soil and animals.  
By implementing cross fencing, electric netting and easier access to water, it would be possible to graze the flock on our acreage, moving them daily.  With our 45 acre pasture, this management intensive grazing would allow for extended periods of rest for the grass.  This rest would help decrease the parasite load and decrease the need for dewormers, which have become a regular necessity at our farm.  This project could also help lower costs associated with supplemental feed and morbidity and mortality associated with parasites.
	form1[0].#subform[4].TextField11[5]: To install cross fences and water access in order to allow for daily movement of a flock of sheep through pasture.  The cross fences would provide manageable paddocks for daily movement with electric netting.  The business owner, Katherine Johnson, DVM, would oversee the building of the fences, the installation of the water line and the daily movement of the sheep.  This work would be completed at 16385 Beaverdam Road Montpelier, VA 23192.
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row9[0].Cell4[0]: 
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row7[0].TextField9[4]: $500
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row11[0].Cell4[0]: 
	form1[0].#subform[1].TextField8[1]: 9900
	form1[0].#subform[1].TextField8[3]: 18500
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row2[0].TextField9[4]: $15000.00
	form1[0].#subform[1].Table1[0].Row5[0].TextField9[4]: $1250
	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField7[2]: Dragonfly Farms has successfully used management intensive grazing with our grass fed beef cattle herd for the past ten years.  Through the use of management intensive mob grazing, we have improved pastureland, reduced the need for fertilizer and lime and have increased the drought tolerance of the pastureland.  In addition to these benefits, we have been able to produce well finished 100% grass fed beef.  It is our belief that the same intensive grazing can be implemented to improve the health of our sheep flock.

The budget below will provide for four cross fences of our 45 acre property.  The electric netting will allow for small paddock daily rotation of our sheep flock.  We have water lines to 1/2 of our property, but would need an additional line to complete this project.  Once these are completed, daily movement through small paddocks that would allow several months of rest for the remaining paddocks would be instituted.

Dr. O'Brien with VSU will be doing a DrenchRite test to determine parasite resistance on our farm this fall.  
With the addition of these grazing management tools, we would expect to see a decrease in the use of dewormers on our farm, less morbidity and mortality related to parasites and a reduction in resistance parasites in our flock, which could be determined by additional DrenchRite tests in the future.
	form1[0].#subform[4].TextField11[6]: Our business currently direct markets our pastured lamb to customers local to the RIchmond area of Virginia.  We are currently one of two producers who are marketing our products directly to our customers.  We are currently selling all of the lamb that we are able to produce and keep a waiting list for our products.  
Our business, Dragonfly Farms, LLC, has been successful grazing cattle in this manner for eight years and has eliminated the need for dewormers, fertilizers, grain and hay in our cattle herd.  It is our desire to attempt to control the parasite problem in our sheep herd while increasing the quality of our pastures through intensive pasture rotation of our sheep.  This would prevent overgrazing, allowing the animals to always have access to the top portion of the available grasses and reducing the overgrazing of the pastures.
	form1[0].#subform[4].TextField11[9]: If we can successfully manage our pastures, animals and parasite concerns through management intensive grazing, this would offer producers a way to manage animals that did not rely on the overuse of failing dewormer medications.  We have found that by not overgrazing our cattle pastures and utilizing native grasses that the need for synthetic fertilizers has been greatly decreased.  We have also found that our pastures are now much more drought tolerant as the plants are healthier and able to have much larger root systems.  This way of farming could have a lot of benefit both economically and environmentally if it can be as successful for our sheep as it has been for our cattle.
	form1[0].#subform[3].TextField11[3]: Successful management intenstive grazing for pasture and parasite management would address a significant problem in the sheep industry while offering a long term solution that could extend the life of our dewormer medication and slow the rise of parasite resistance. This is a significant problem that has major financial impact on sheep producers in our area.  Our personal experience with dewormer resistance has cost us in decreased gains, deaths and money spent on medications.  Judicious use of FAMACHA scoring for determing deworming strategies, strong culling to improve genetics and AI of our sheep with St Croix, a breed known for its parasite resistance, and cross grazing with other species has improved our herd some, but we still struggle with heavy parasitism in our sheep flock.  As a veterinarian, the reality of the resistance in the limited dewormers available is very concerning. 
	form1[0].#subform[3].TextField11[4]: To build farm infrastructure that would allow for daily movement of our flock of sheep through small paddocks.  Allowing for long term rest of the remainder of the farm.  This would allow for the death of parasite larvae through extended rest of paddocks.  This would also allow for the grass to regrow to a height that would prevent over grazing of an area and allow the sheep to eat farther from the ground.  If this model of management is successful on our farm, it could change the discussion regarding rotational grazing that makes it sound unsuccessful to farmers.  Mob grazing, or management intensive grazing is different from rotational grazing that moves animals through large paddocks without significant rest of the paddocks to allow for death of the larva.  Management intensive grazing allows for significantly more time resting each grazing area.
	form1[0].#subform[3].TextField11[1]: Successful management intensive grazing for pasture and parasite management would address a significant problem in the sheep industry while offering a long term solution that could extend the life of our dewormer medications and slow the rise of parasite resistance.  It could have the added benefit of improving pastureland without the use of synthetic fertilizers.  Intensitve grazing also improves the drought resistance fo the pasture.  It also adds the financial benefit of needing to supplement with less grain in order to grow and finish lamb for market.
	form1[0].#subform[3].TextField11[2]: None
	form1[0].#subform[3].TextField11[0]: The above estimates were provided by local fencing and water line professionals.  The electrical netting estimate is provided by Premiere 1 fencing products.  Katherine Johnson would spend approximately 1 hour per day setting up fencing and moving the sheep and giving them access to water.  This would be billed at $10/hour and would be contributed labor towards matched funds.  Katherine Johnson would also act as the veterinarian for the flock and would continue to monitor and record FAMACHA scores, body condition scores, deworming efforts and morbidity and mortality related to parasites.
	form1[0].#subform[4].TextField11[8]: Dragonfly Farms has successfully used management intensive grazing with our grass fed beef cattle herd for the past ten years.  Through the use of management intensive mob grazing, we have improved pastureland, reduced the need for fertilizer and lime and have increased the drought tolerance of the pastureland.  In addition to these benefits, we have been able to produce well finished 100% grass fed beef that we direct market.  We have several goats that move with our cattle herd.  We have never dewormed these animals and they remain very healthy.  It is our belief that the same management intensive grazing can be implemented to improve the health of our sheep flock.

	form1[0].#subform[1].TextField8[0]: 28400
	form1[0].#subform[4].TextField11[7]: Showing this model of management to be a successful way of managing sheep and parasite control could change the way producers feel about rotational grazing.  Current extension literature states that rotational grazing is not an effective way to control parasites and manage pastures because of the extensive rest needed during the hot dry season to kill parasite larva.  This type of rotational grazing would provide for those rest periods.
	form1[0].#subform[4].TextField11[10]: Parasite and pasture management as well as feed supplementation are some of the largest costs that producers face in the production of both wool and lamb.  Demonstrating an effective way to manage these problems through infrastructure and daily management could greatly improve the potential profit margin in annual sales.  
	form1[0].#subform[4].TextField11[11]: Demonstrating effective rotational grazing could change the language and management guidelines that local extension personel use to discuss methods of parasite management with producers.
	form1[0].#subform[5].TextField11[12]: Katherine Johnson, DVM.  Farm owner, sheep manager, veterinarian.  

Bruce Johnson. Farm owner, cattle manager, advisor

Jordan Smith.  Professional fence builder.  Has done quality work within budget for Dragonfly Farms, LLC several times in the past.

Stuart Smith.  Builder.  Has done waterline work for Dragonfly Farms, LLC within budget several times in the past.



	form1[0].#subform[5].TextField11[13]: We have done this type of work in the past and are familiar with the budgets associated with building fences.  We believe that this is an appropriate budget for this project. 

No additional funding should be necessary in the future.  This will allow our farm to produce and direct market healthier, bigger lambs this year.  This could reduce the financial strain that resistant parasites are placing on sheep producers in the mid-Atlantic.
	form1[0].#subform[6].TextField11[14]: With our history of successful management intensive grazing, we have a clear idea of the infrastructure necessary and expected work load of this project.  The success that we are seeing on our beef farm makes us believe that we can expect success implementing these grazing strategies with our sheep.
	form1[0].#subform[6].TextField11[15]: All parties involved in this project have years of experience with the work that they would be conducting.  The sheep would be overseen by the farm owner, a veterinarian.  Bruce Johnson, has ten years of management intensive grazing experience with cattle and the builders are very qualified to handle the fencing and waterline necessary.
	form1[0].#subform[6].TextField11[16]: Current literature states that rotational grazing is not an effective way at controlling parasites.  Many sheep producers continually graze pasture, or do large pasture rotation without enough rest time to see results from their pasture rotation.  Successful management intensive grazing could help to change this dialogue and reduce the dependence on increasingly failing dewormer medications.  This would have financial implications for the farmer as well as health implications for the animals.  Offering a rotational grazing strategy that could improve the health of both the animals and the pastures could have a large economic impact to sheep producers who are currently struggling with parasite problems. 
	form1[0].#subform[6].TextField11[17]: The increasing resistance of parasites in sheep and goats is at the forefront of the industry's concern for animal husbandry.  Many parasitologists are focusing their research and lecture time on ways to keep these small ruminants healthy in the face of this resistance.  After attending a three day lecture series about parasites at the University of North Carolina's continuing education meeting for veterinarians, it became clear that relying on medication was not the answer to battling these concerns.  This year my own flock has suffered morbidity and mortality from parasites despite judicious and regular exams and deworming.  This is a concerning problem that will only become more concerning.  Finding management strategies that can help to control parasites is an industry wide concern.  
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